
KS2 Writing Progression

Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6
Planning * Plan writing by discussing

text similar.
* Plan using a familiar writing
frame.

* Plan writing by exploring the
work of others.
* Plan by using a blank, known
planning format.
* Consider audience and purpose

 * Plan by noting, drawing on
reading and research.
* Plan by identifying the
audience and purpose.

* Evaluate the purpose of a model
* Select an appropriate planning format and style.
* Identify audience and purpose.
* Think about viewpoint and be consistent

Writing
Style

Write in a lively and coherent
style.

Write in a lively and coherent
style.

Apply formal and informal styles
with confidence.

* Know the difference between informal and formal
structures and select appropriate features.
* Manage shifts in writing between formalities

Drafting Rehearse sentences orally. Organise multiple paragraphs
around a theme (independently).

Rehearse sentences orally
building on Year 3 (increasing
range of sentence structures.)

Selecting appropriate grammar and vocabulary.
Understand how such choices can change and enhance
meaning.

Structuring Headings and sub-headings to
organise texts.

Use simple organisational devices:
text boxes, images, captions etc.

Use further organisational and
presentational devices to
structure text and to guide the
reader.

Use of layout devices confidently

Paragraphs
and

Cohesion

* Independently use
paragraphs to group in order
* Adverbs and adverbial
phrases (middle of sentences).
* A range of pronouns or nouns
(avoid repetition).

* Use paragraphs that link using
conjunctions
* Use a wide range of
conjunctions throughout
* Choose nouns or pronouns
(clarity and avoid repetition).

* Use a wide range of devices
within and across paragraphs:
adverbials of time, Pronouns,
Conjunctions, Chains of
reference
* Interweave implicit and explicit
links between sections. Begin to
establish running thread though
the whole piece of writing.

* Use cohesive devices within and across sentences
and paragraph.
* Use by linking ideas within and across
paragraphs (adverbials, repetition of a word or
phrase, grammatical connections and ellipsis).
* Use implicit links within the text to maintain a
running thread through a whole piece of writing

Tense Use the correct tense for the
genre in most writing.

Maintain an appropriate tense
for the genre.

Uses consistent and correct use
of tense throughout a piece of
writing.

Sentence
Starts

Use adverbial phrases to start
sentences

A range of openers inc. ‘-ed
clauses’ and ‘-ing clauses’

Vary sentence openers to
sustain interest.

Consistently choose effective sentence openers to
shape writing.

Secure
Within

Beginning



KS2 Writing Progression

Year 3 Year 4 Year 5 Year 6
Sentence
Lengths

Embellish simple sentences -
expanded noun phrases and
powerful verbs.

Use long/short sentences to add
info and/or emphasis.

Vary sentence length and word
order confidently to sustain
interest.

Within sentences use a wide range of clause
structures, varying their position in sentences.
Can intermingle a variety of sentence types for
effect

Word
Choices

* Use interesting and ambitious
words (not usually used by Y3)
* Can independently use a
thesaurus to up level words

* Use interesting and ambitious
words (not usually used by Year
4).

* Select from a wide range of
known imaginative and ambitious
vocabulary (not commonly Y5)
precisely.

* Select from a wide range of known imaginative and
ambitious vocabulary (not commonly year 6)
precisely.

Description
for the
reader

* Use specific vocab to add
detail to engage the reader.
* Use adjectives and adverbs
for description to emphasize
or enhance meaning

* Use expanded noun phrases to
add detail.

* Choose language to suit the
purpose and consider the impact.

* Use adverbial, noun and prepositional phrases to
add detail and precision.
* Can apply knowledge of verb forms for meaning
and effect (e.g. he ran, he was running).

Imagery Similes and alliteration.
Metaphors and  personification.

Appropriate similes and
alliteration, metaphors and
personification to suit the genre.

Can use techniques to create
effect.

Can use 2 or more stylistic features to create effect
within the text.

Speech Create atmosphere and integrate speech to create
character and advance the action.

Evaluating
and Editing

Assess the effectiveness of
own writing.

Assess the effectiveness of own
and others’ writing and
suggesting changes.

A   Assess the effectiveness of own
and others’ writing. Think about
purpose - does it fit?

Assess the effectiveness of own and others’ writing
with justification to enhance meaning.

Editing and
Proof

Reading
for

Grammar

* Propose changes to grammar
and vocabulary - a/an,
conjunctions, adverbs and
prepositions.
* Spelling and punctuation
errors - including full stop,
apostrophe, comma, question
mark, exclamation and inverted
commas for speech.

* Make improvements -pronouns,
expanded noun phrase, fronted
adverbials.
* Spelling and punctuation errors
- apostrophe for possession,
speech punctuation, commas for
fronted adverbials.

* Ensure correct subject and
verb agreement when using
singular and plural
* Spelling errors linked to spelling
statements for year 5 and
punctuation errors - brackets,
dashes or commas to indicate
parenthesis.

* Spelling and punctuation errors linked to spelling
statements Band 6
Specifically - hyphens, semi colons, dashes.

Performing Read writing aloud, to a group
or the whole class, consider
audience.

Confidently read aloud writing,
use intonation, control the tone
and volume so meaning is clear.

Perform compositions, using
appropriate intonation, volume,
and movement so meaning is clear.

Confidently perform their own compositions, using
appropriate intonation, volume, and movement so
meaning is clear.


